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Our Locations

Jacksonville FL Headquarter

904-425-7307

4656-3 Collins Rd. 
Jacksonville, FL 32244
	
	
	
	
	
	

 



TOP RATING CONTRACTOR
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 Google Rating 
4.7


Based on 28 reviews
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 Advance Industrial Coatings LLC 4.7



review us onSee all reviews
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[image: Lou Prinzi]
Lou Prinzi1693846956

Just got my nasty garage floor completed by AI Coatings and It Looks Absolutely Fantastic!!. I had a moisture issue which needed to be addressed prior to installation of the new floor. Randy used a marine grade moisture barrier (two coats) which will prevent any water from wicking up through the slab and damaging the new floor. None of the other companies I obtained quotes from were able or willing to do this. They all told me I needed to have the water issue addressed first before they would install the new floor. Randy came over and said, "no problem, we'll take care of it for you, just make sure to have the coffee ready". Needless to say, that sealed the deal for me. He and his crew were here each day on time and did a professional job. The price was slightly higher than the others, but you get what you pay for. For me, it just meant Randy put a higher level of value on his service than the others did, thus the higher fee. I HIGHLY RECOMMEND THEM!! THANKS RANDY FOR A TOP NOTCH JOB. See the before and after photos below
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Wanda Lambert1681836201

Amazing company
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Keith Brakebill1642968493
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rob hawkins1633254998

Randy and the entire staff at AIC did an outstanding job on our hangar floor. These are professionals and best of class in their field. Unforseen problems were quickly addressed and solutions developed and implemented.We really appreciated their "can do attitude ". In today's climate of lack of quality, and many businesses making excuses for sub par workmanship these guys are a breath of fresh air!
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Phil Whitney1615491454

Randy and team did an amazing job with the floor in my garage. They made sure I knew what kind of product I was getting and the advantages of using the materials they did. Their crew all stayed on task, were available if I had questions or concerns and most importantly in the end delivered an awesome floor that looks great and was finished the correct way with proper materials. I couldn't have asked for a better experience. **added some photos I took before during and after.
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Michele Floyd1615486045

Randy and team are awesome, our garage floor looks great. The epoxy process they use is top notch they are extremely professional.
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Pdub1599768577

Amazing company ! I can not say enough great things to explain my experience. Very professional crew, that did high quality work. The owner (Randy) was very responsive to my needs and communicated with me every step of the way. The garage floor exceeded my expectations. I would HIGHLY recommend this company.
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Doyle Strickland1598024093
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First Coast Breakers1579730935

AIC did a great job on the epoxy floors at one of my commercial propertys a couple years ago, the floor still looks very nice after years. The crew is professional & customer service is excellent Highly recommended
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Lauren Kellett1565316743

These guys are awesome.....I get compliments from the entire neighborhood about how nice my floors are and they were reasonably priced for the quality of work and materials used. If you are going to get professional garage floors these are the guys to call. I am sure you can probably look and find someone cheaper but I would hire randy and tony again and again. The service and quality was first class. Owners were here when the project started, called me daily to check on progress, and workers worked with me around my schedule. Just don’t find professionals like this everyday! I would give 10 stars if I could love the floors and had them about two months.
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Janet Shuman1563966452

Amazing results on our weathered old patio! AIC did a terrific quality job for a reasonable price.
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Samantha G Harris1562366399

Work- paid
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Pete Ross1557854550

Dealing with everyone at AI Coating was a true pleasure!From the beginning to end all went as promised and was great to work with such an honest company.Randy Jr and his crew did an excellent job putting in our garage floor! Was great to see not only how hard they work, but the pride and expertise was refreshing to see!Thanks for doing such an awesome job!
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Jon Luft1556727074

Randy and his crews did an outstanding job on my garage floor.I did a ton of research, and for what AIC does compared to some of these others that claim they have the best garage floor costing. Well, I’m here to tell you these guys at AIC are the best.
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Anne Joseph1544499984

Randy and his crew did an excellent job on our garage floor. From the beginning, Randy emphasized the quality of his work, and we weren't disappointed. His price was very reasonable and no more than (and often less than) other estimates I received. I actually chose AIC because the website was so helpful. It helped me evaluate all the proposals, including theirs. As promised, AIC grinded the floor, filled all the divots in the concrete and sealed all the cracks before starting. Because the floor is old and seemed damp, they also applied a waterproof sealant. They applied two layers of flakes that formed a thick protective coat, and the polyurethane coat is thick enough to seal everything. It looks fantastic and feels like it will last a long time. The guys who did the work were personable, experienced and efficient, but took the time to make sure every step was done right. They also came back after the floor was dry and helped me move all our stuff back into garage. In sum, I was really impressed with the price, the quality of the work and the entire crew. Thanks, guys!
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Doc1528716068

They were very personable and nice. They did an outstanding job.
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James Simon1527598239

Awesome work from outstanding workers they are definitely one of the best in epoxy flooring and more
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Karen Steinmet1524691124

AIC did a fantastic job making an old garage floor look amazing! The floor offers great slip resistance that is perfect for my disabled husband to park his scooter and walk on with his quad cane. The service was prompt and meticulous. They were able to fix all of the previous cracks, crevices and imperfections and turned a monstrosity into a gorgeous, updated beauty. Thank you Randy Sr. and Junior! We love it!
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Randy Baird1520930609

Awesome company
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Poochies Manager1517429976

AIC did a fantastic job on our facility. The whole process was just what we could have hoped for. They did exactly what we agreed to and never cut corners. Always on time, nice manners, high quality work. Great crew with great skills. They took care of ever detail and made sure we were satisfied. Cleaned up everything every day. We highly recommend them!
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Terry Gordon1511719131

Advance Industrial Coating was a pleasure to work with. They returned all my calls promptly and answered all my questions. The installers were professional and the installation went as planned. My garage floor looks great!
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Bugnutty Brewing1497704255

Outstanding service, outstanding quality.
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Jason Kurtz1496259702

AIC did a wonderful job with the epoxy coating of my garage floor. Randy and his crew were always on time and did exactly what they said they would do. Randy was always in communication with me and was able to answer all of my questions. The floor looks amazing. Thank you Randy for such a pleasant experience and Go Gators!!!!
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Lizzie He1492092906

Highly recommended to everyone. Very Nice Folks and Randy was a pleasure to work with. He is very honest, dependable, knowledgeable and kind. Randy and the AIC Crew did a good job on my garage floor. I got lots of compliments.
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Donald Smith1491001840

Advance Industrial Coatings did a great job on our floors. We wanted a surface that was easy to care for and good for someone with allergies, so we decided to go with polished concrete. We had carpet over tile that we removed (boy was that fun). Randy came out for the estimate and walked us through the process and the benefits of polished concrete. He is very kind, knowledgeable and very professional. The crew were equally as professional. They were prompt, courteous and very clean. The floor turned out way beyond our expectations - it is beautiful and truly makes the room. I highly AIC - a great service at a reasonable price.
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Brightway Center1476982456

This company did a great job on grinding and re-coating our concrete walkway at our building. They even came back out twice to fix a few imperfections that appeared after it dried. I would recommend this company to anyone, for excellent customer service, and great work quality. Thanks guys!
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CONTACT US

GET A FREE ESTIMATE

Our Services

	
Floor Coating Services

	
Concrete Polishing Services

	
Decorative Concrete Services


 



Recent Posts

	
The Science Behind Epoxy Flooring: Unveiling Its Strength and Versatility

	
Five Frequently Asked Questions About Epoxy Flooring for Commercial Spaces with Answers

	
AI Coating Named Best Flooring Companies in Jacksonville 2023
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Success
 





We have received your request. We will be contacting you shortly.
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Find us on Facebook
 















Thanks for Reaching Out
 





Check out these links to know more about us and our works!
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We are committed to protect your privacy & personal data. Read our Privacy Policy.
 




















































